ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Medline and Pubmed repositories are rich in medical literature, supported by National library of Medicine. The number of available articles currently in PubMed are 15,000,000, and this number grows by the hour. It makes very difficult to find the documents relevant to a specific need.Automatic extraction of useful information from these online sources remains a challenge because these documents are unstructured and expressed in a natural language form i.e in text format. The abundance of these data and literature produces a major bottleneck for Interpreting.. The ability to rapidly survey this literature is therefore a necessary step. Automated text mining integrate information gathered from multiple documents and helps in analyzing the documents.
Text mining becomes very supportive tool for Medline and Pubmed repositories classification Text mining tools are first developed in order to facilitate the automated searching of digital library material by users [2 ] . Due to advent of powerful computing facilities and widespread of www, text mining becomes a new and exiting research area. Text mining applies techniques like Data mining, knowledge management and information retrieval and NLP to solve information overload problem. Data mining is used for medical decision making [9] .
TEXT MINING

Main phases of text mining are 1. Text gathering 2) Text preprocessing 3) Data analysis 4) Visualization
Text gathering includes collection of raw documents. They are unstructured data .Preprocessing phase starts with tokenization. Tokenization is division of a document into terms. This process also referred as feature generation. It removes stop words and apply stemming algorithm to represent the terms in stemmed form. The stemmed words are input for feature selection and reduction. After features are reduced , the documents are represented in vector format and are ready for analysis Ronen Feldman,(2007) . In our previous work we show text classification is used to predict the risk factors of Diabetic retinopathy S.Sagar Imambi(2010) . In Data analysis stage several data mining tools like Classification, clustering and association rules are applied on vector space model of data. The analysed reports are visualized in the last phase in terms of graphs.
Pubmed articles are indexed by MESH terms. Mesh heading and sub heading are powerful tool indexing tools. As Pubmed repositories are growing at the rate of 5,00,000 articles per year manual indexing becomes very difficult process 1 . We require special text mining techniques like text categorization or text classification. The fig 2 shows the Mesh index for Diabetes complications. We collected Pubmed abstracts , which are published between 2000 and 2010. We try to improve the Medline classification process by reducing the number of keywords. In this paper we focused on preprocessing techniques of Medline documents . We study and compared various dimensionality reduction technique at the preprocessing stage. 
Preprocessing :
The raw data in the form of text files is collected from online repository pubmed . The data is converted in to xml files and stored in Database. The architecture of Preprocessing stage is shown in the fig 3. The preprocessing usually includes converting xml documents into text document, removing stop word, performing word stemming. Stop words are very frequently used common words like 'and' are' 'this' e.t.c. They are not useful in classification of documents. So they must be removed. Word stemming removes suffixes and generate the stemmed words ex. Retrieval becomes retrie. We used Porter Stemmer algorithms for word stemming.
Feature generation:
Extracting relevant feature from the text files is called feature generation. The main goal of feature generation is to transform a document in to a list of relevant features or keywords. Feature generation methods are classified into two main classes. Filter methods and wrapper methods. Filter methods use an evolution function that depends on data and is independent of inductive algorithm. (Sima C et al 2006) Wrapper methods use inductive algorithms to estimate the value of given subset. The inductive algorithm induces a classifier which is useful in classifying future set. The classifier is mapping from the space of feature values to the set of class values.
Feature Selection:
The generated features are assigned weights using various weighting techniques. The feature selection algorithm conducts a search for best subset using valuation algorithm. The valuation algorithm is run on the dataset usually portioned into internal training and test set with different set of features removed from the data. The feature subset with the highest evolution is chosen as the final subset on which to run the induction algorithm
Indexing:
After selected keyword(features) the terms are indexed and the whole document set is represented in vector space model. Vector space model uses term-document matrix notation. The representation in this model is as follows D= {d1,d2,,d3,d4………dn} d1={t1,t2,t3,t4, ……….tm} where D indicates the total document set with n elements and d1 is set of m terms. The matrix element [i,j] identifies term tj in ith document. The dimension of vector space is 'm' . The dimension is equal to no of the terms ( reduced by feature selection) in the documents. 1 .http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
Set of documents are extracted from pubmed giving the related query i.e Type 2 diabetes complications. We would like to automatically reduce the dimensionality (features) of the data set by applying pre processing and Feature selection algorithms. NT ij = The total of documents that contain term i and belongs to class j.
SURVEY OF LITERATURE:
Filter approaches evaluate the relevance of features using data set. ChiWSS is variation of chi square, proposed by Ranjit Abraham et al (2007) . This method improves the classification accuracy of Navie Bayes with respect to medical dataset. They used wrapper approach to reduce the dimensionality by eliminating the irrelevant features using chi square statistics. The Feature selection performance is tested with SVM and logistic regression models.
Term strength calculates only the number of documents the term contains and there are several variations of this method like TFIDF and so on. Ng. et al (2006) proposed FS method called WLLR (Weighted log like hood ratio) . He achieves the accuracy of 87% with the test data .WLLR is dealing with terms with high category ratio and high document frequency. The formula for calculating WLL(t,Ci)= P(t/Ci) * Log(P(t/Ci)/P(t/Ci') . Relief [18] and its multiclass extension ReliefF are supervised feature weighting algorithms based local weights. Chi-square [19] is used to assess two types of comparison: tests of goodness of t and tests of independence. In feature selection it is used as a test of independence to assess whether the class label is independent of a particular feature. 
PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE FOR PREPROCESSING MEDLINE DOCUMENTS:
The proposed architecture includes preprocessing layer and feature selection layer Preprocessing includes tokenizing, stemming, stop words removal etc. we used the list of 1200 stop words. The feature generation extract unique terms from documents and weighted by using the novel global relevant weighting schema The proposed schema is variation of global weight schema IDF. GRW(t) is calculated by using the below formula.
GRW(tci)= TFIDFj * P(Tij)/P(Ci )
Where TFIDFj is the tfidf value of jth term, P(Tij ) is probability of term 'j' belongs to class 'i' and P(Ci) is the probability of documents that belongs to class 'i' . Feature selection strategy is applied to select GRW of the term by using selection criteria GRW(t)= max{ GRW(t)/Ci}. For example , If GRW(t1,c1)=0.25, GRW(t1,c2)=0.28 and GRW(t1,c3) = 0.4 then term t1 is selected for class 3.
All the terms with high relevance are selected from each class and indexed in the Indexing phase. Threshold 'th' is used to select the terms from each class. As the dimension is reduced ,now the documents are represented in document column represents the term and the value in vector is corresponding relevant weight of term. 
Dataset:
We collected 5610 document instances from pubmed online repository which are deposited between 2000-2010. The dataset includes documents related to Diabetes Mellitus Complications. I choose only cardiomypothesis, neuropathy and retinopathy according to Mesh tree structure fig 2. 2. After removing nosiy documents the data set size becomes 5460.The data set is labeled as ('cardio, 'neuro','retina').The no of documents under each category are cardio 680, neuro 3030 and retina 1750.
Experimental Setup:
By using Matlab we developed software for generating features and use the novel approach for feature selection. As Matlab is very flexible in vector processing, we developed a program that generates vector space model of documents with various weighing schemas. The weka software is used to test the accuracy of various existing feature selection techniques available in weka and compared with our new method.
Experimental result:
The Feature evolution measures effectiveness of learning algorithm. The feature set is evaluated based on the performance of learning set Accuracy , Precision and Recall are the best measures in this field. Accuracy is the ratio between total number of documents and the no of the documents correctly classified. Precision is the percentage of the documents that are correctly classified . Recall is the percentage of total documents that are correctly classified.
The formulas for Precision is TP/(TP+FP) and recall= TP/(TP+FN) and accuracy is TP+TN /TP+FP+TN+FN These terms are obtained from the confusion matrix. The proposed 'GRW' Selection method is compared with TFIDF, CFS, Gain ratio, Chi square , and Filtered subset . The results are tabulated in the below tables. Table 2 shows the accuracy with the famous classifiers. 
CONCLUSIONS
The pubmed repositories are growing at the rate of 500000 articles per year. Classification of Medline documents becomes very complex due to high dimensionality of feature space. In this study we discussed how dimensionality is reduced. Our experiments shows that GRW Feature selection schema used at pre-processing stage improves the performance of Medline abstract Classification. Our algorithm shows that GRW works well in high dimension and unevenly distributed document classification. Only Bayes learning shows less accuracy , but other three learners show high accuracy rate.
